
In the late 1800s, Harry Schweid started selling high quality meats to 
butchers and restaurants in New York City’s Lower East Side. By the 
1930s, his son Sam had his own business in Harlem, selling the best 
meat around. In 1978, we focused our expertise on one thing: ground 
beef. Today, that passion is carried on with a single-minded dedication 
to producing the best tasting, highest quality burger.

As Sam always said, if you put only good meat into your burgers, only 
good things will come out.

We hope you agree.

LOAF package
Our unique process allows 
air to flow thru the meat 
for better handling and an 
improved mouth feel.
Designed for people who 
want to hand patty their 
own meat.

Tender-Form® PATTY
Patented process for 
patties that weaves the 
meat together to form a 
patty.
This recreates a type of 
patty that is tenderized by 
hand forming.
Tender-Form® Burgers 
shrink less and cook more 
evenly.

Classic PATTY
The vintage fill system for 
forming ground beef 
patties.
Provides a more even 
cooking surface due to a 
uniform forming process 
resulting in a firm, almost 
steak-like bite.
An ideal choice for 
char-grill or broiling.

Chef’s Choice PATTY
A loose filled, knife-cut, 
rolled patty that is unique 
in shape and tenderness.
It creates a very tender bite 
as well as quicker cook 
time.
A handmade approach to 
today’s burger.

AVAILABLE formations

the packaging
21 Day Shelf Life EZ Peel packaging

Use By/Freeze By date conveniently located on the vacuum unit as well as the box

all of our products are available in a variety of sizes and thicknesses



certified angus beef® provides one of the best tasting products on the market
only 1 in 4 angus cattle meet the certified angus beef® standard

Family farm, humanely raised all natural angus beef
never-ever program: antibiotic, hormone and steroid free

graded choice or prime
No aged steak or bench trimmings

TARGET SEGMENT
Customer looking for a product that is humanely raised but also has great flavor.

AVAILABLE PRODUCTS

CONTACT INFORMATION

ITEM CODE DESCRIPTION PACK DIST. CODE

CAB® All Natural

CAB® NATURAL ANGUS GROUND BEEF


